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Let r be an odd prime power. Let Fr denote the field with r elements.
According to [11] and others, there exists a (—1) -connected Ω-spectrum KFr

whose 0-th space is ZxBGLFΐ, where BGLF? is the plus construction of the
classifying space of GLFr. KFr is a ring spectrum with a unit.

Let p be an odd prime. The object of this paper is the localization of
KFr at p, KFr(p), for the case that r gives a generator of the group of units
(Zip2)*. Then the associated generalized cohomology theory KF?( Z(py)
appears as a secondary cohomology theory determined by a certain stable opera-
tion in connected complex ^-theory localized at p. From this interpretation we
deduce some results about the multiplicative structure on KFr(p), which are basic
to the study of the ring structure of KFr*(CP°° Z^) etc. In particular we
can characterize the product on KFr^ by a certain property.

For simplicity we write A for KFr(p^ (see [8]). We shall work in the homo-
topy category of CPF-spectra (see [3, III]).

The paper is organized as follows. In § 0 we collect several results on A.
In §1 we compute H*(A\Z\p). In §2 we compute H*(A\ Z\p). In § 3
we consider the left coaction of Jl* on H*(A Z/p) and discuss the ^-module
structure of H*(A] Zjp), where lB=A(Qo, £)j) <^JL. In § 4 we prove our main
results, which are Theorems 4.3 and 4.5.

0. The spectrum A

Let p be a fixed odd prime. Let bu(p) be the Ω-spectrum representing
connected complex ^-theory localized at p. This is a ring spectrum with a unit
and π*(bU(p))=Z(p)\u\ where \u\=2. It is known that

for a spectrum G [6]. This is a ring spectrum with a unit and
where \v\ =2(p— 1). According to [4], if K: G-^bU(p^ is the injection, then

the diagram
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G

(0.1)
-l)J

Σ'O-

commutes, where (by abuse of notation) u, v denote the composites i

u/\l v Λ l
>• bU(p)AbU(p)-^bU(p) and S2(p~v/\G > G/\G-*Grespectively. Further-

more, for each r prime to^>, there exists a map of ring spectra Λ//: (?->(? which
makes the diagram

(° 2)
G

μ
r 4

commute, where the lower -ψ " is derived from the Adams operation in complex

^-theory.

Consider the fibre sequence

(where HZ(P) denotes the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for Z^}. This leads
to an exact sequence

0 - [bu(p), [buίp), HZ(P)]

where we have used the fact that H"l(bu(p^\ Z(P^)=0. Consider the element
Λ]/— lefδw^), bU(p)\. Since ρ*(ψ?~ 1)=0, there is a unique θ^[bu^y Σ2bU(p)]

such that %(#)— ι/rr— 1. Denote by u4. the fibre spectrum of θ\ that is,

(0.3) bu(p}

2 bu(

is a fibre sequence.
From now on we deal with a case such that r is a generator of (Z[p2)x. Then

A does not depend on the choice of r. In fact, since (ψr— l)*(us)=(rs— \)us in

)9 [1, Lemma (2.12)] yields

(0.4)

0

if ί = 2t(p-\)~\ (ί>0)

otherwise

where y#(i) is the power of p in ί.
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Consider the fibre sequence

By a similar argument we have a unique lift 0'e[(?, Σ2^"1^] of ΛJ/— lefίr, 6?].
Let A' denote the fibre of θ'. Then from (0.1) and (0.2) it follows that there is
a commutative diagram of fibre sequences

It is easily verified that the induced map κr : A'-+A is an equivalence. So we
may identify them.

Choose r to be an odd prime power so that it satisfies our hypothesis. In
view of [12, VIII] it seems that there exists a map of ring spectra Br: KFr(p)-*
bU(pϊ and its lift KFr(p)->A in (0.3) becomes an equivalence. We identify
them and then -η can be regarded as a map of ring spectra (cf. [15, p. 252]).
Since K is a (split injective) map of ring spectra, so is η'. In §4 we give a
different approach to this fact.

It is not an accident that π%(A) is isomorphic to Im/^ which is a direct
summand of π*(SQ)(p). In fact, Tornehave [19] showed that

(0.5) The unit i: S°-*A realizes the projection of π*(S°)(p) onto

Hereafter for brevity we write

(0.6) Σ2>-3£?-^ A-^G-?-+ X2o-De.

We will use only this fibre sequence in later sections.

1. The mod p cohomology of A

Let <A be the mod p Steenrod algebra. As an ^-module,

(1.1)

where Q0=δ, Ql=3>lS—8S>1 and JL( ) denotes the left ideal in JL generated by
the set in parentheses. Apply the functor H*( Z/p) to (0.6). Then we have

Lemma 1.1. /// is the generator of H\G\ Z/p), then Θ*(σ2(p-Vf)=c &lf
far some non-zero c&Z/p (where σl denotes the increase of degrees by i).
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Proof. By (1.1), H2^-»(G'yZ/p) = Zlpi3>1f}. Hence we may set
Θ*(σ2(p~1)f)=c 3>1ffor some c^Z/p. It is sufficient to show that c is non-zero.
Suppose c= 0. Then it follows that ff*(A; Z/p)=Zlp{η^(S>1f)} in degrees less
than2p(/>— 1)— 1. On the other hand, by (0.5) or [17], ί*: ^(S°)(p)-*^(A)
is an isomorphism for i<\/31\—2p(p—l)—2 (where β1^π^(S°)(p) is the first
element which does not belong to Im/^)). By the Whitehead theorem,
β*(A\ Z/p)=0 in degrees less than 2p(p—ί)—2. This is a contradiction.

REMARK. As in [5] one can prove this lemma by calculating the Adams
spectral sequence for π*(A) and using (0.4). See also [10, p. 421].

For a^Jί let L(a): 2,wjl->Jl and R(ά): 2lalJl->Jl be defined by
(σ^V)= ab and R(a)(σ^V)= ba respectively.

Corollary 1.2. The following square commutes:

« a>
From this corollary we see that

Coker (θ* : S^oί/ol̂  £0 - Jtfol(0o, 00)

We also have an isomorphism

(1.2) Ker (θ* :

the inverse of which is induced by R(3?p~l). (Although it is easy for a specialist
to prove this fact directly, we do it by a different method in § 2.) Combining
these, we get a short exact sequence of <_^?-modules

0 -> JL\JL(Q* S*1) — H*(A; Z/p) ̂  Σfoϊ/oϊ(ρ0, ̂ ) - 0

where q = 2p(p-l)-l. Put ^=^*(l)efl°(A; 2Γ/^>) and let σqh^H\A\ Z\p}

be the element such that Δ*(σqh)=σql. Since Jί\Jl(Q^ 3>1)q+1=Z/p{^p} and

JL1JL(Q& 5Λ)f+2(ί"1)=0, we may set

for some d&Z/p. Here JΦO. For if J=0, then by looking at the cell struc-
ture of Ay we find that there is a CPF-spectrum (SPU*2*^"1^ in which <P* is
non-zero. This contradicts the tiiviality of the mod p Hopf invariant [16].

Theorem 1.3. As a left JL-module H*(A\ Z/p) is generated by g and σqh
subject to the relations
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Qo(g) = 0 , &\g) = 0 , &(g) = QJr'h) and S^h) = 0 .

Proof. Change σqh for d σqh if necessary.

2. The mod p homology of A

Most of this section is an odd prime version of [14].

Let Jl* be the dual of Jl. It is the tensor product of an exterior algebra

and a polynomial algebra:

Jl* = Λ(τ0, Tl,

where \τn\=2pn— 1 and \ξn\=2p"—2. Jl* is a left and right ^-module; re-

spective actions are given by

<β(α), δ> = <α, iα> and <(tf)α, &> = <α, #i>

for all a, b^JL and αe<J?^.. By abuse of notation, for a^Jl let L(a)\ Jl*-*

Σ|β|^ and R(a): Jl*-*^Jl* be defined by L(d)(ά)=σ^a(a) and JR(α)(α)=

σ |α|(α)fl respectively; note that R(d): ^a^JL-^JL and L(a): Jl*-+^a}Jl* are

dual. Define 5>( ), ( ίS5: c^^-^c^^ by 5>(α)=Σ S51 )̂ and (α)5>=Σ (α)̂
t^O ί^O

respectively. They are ring homomorphisms, since Cartan formulas 3?n(aβ)=

Σ £\a)&(β) and (aβ)S>"= Σ (a)&'(β)& hold.

Proposition 2.1. The following formulas hold:

(i) 5>(τ.) = τ.

«(τ.) =

(ii)

(f .)8 = 0 .

Proof. Recall the definitions of τrt and £n.

By abuse of notation, let % denote the conjugation in Jl or JL*\ note

that %: JI-+JI and %: cJί^-^c^Hί are dual.

Proposition 2.2. For each a^JL with X,a=—a, the following squares

commute :
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(i) J k - » o ϊ * (ii)

> m*. cΛjiς > cΛjk .

The proof is immediate.

REMARK. This proposition can be applied to the cases a=QQy 9?1 and
(see [13, §7]).

By Theorem 1.3 there is an exact sequence of <J!-modules

Dualizing this gives

Using Proposition 2.2 (i) we get an exact sequence

A*(HZlp) <- 0

(where ^4*( ) denotes the generalized homology theory associated with ^4). In
order to describe H#(A; Zip), we calculate the kernel of
(-R(Sp)+R(σqQΰ)}®R(σq^) and apply %®% to it.

Using Proposition 2.1, we easily see that

Ker(Λ(ρo): ol^Σoϊ*) = A(TW τ2) -

and

l, τ0> ταf,-τ1,τβτ1>®A(τί, τ3, —)®Zlp[R, ξ2> ξ3, •••] .

Therefore

Ker WQJφR^1): <Λ* -* Σ^Ϊ^ΘΣ2^-15^*) =

Λ(τ2, τ3, —)®Zlp[S{, ξ2, ξ* •••].

We write I? for this kernel.
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Lemma 2.3. For any non-zero αeΰ there exists a unique α'eKer R(3?1)
such that (a')Qs=(a)gp (where */ αeKer JZ(3»), we take α'=0).

Proof. Direct calculations using Proposition 2,1.

Henceforth for each non-zero a^B we use a' [to denote such an element.
Define two subsets of <JL*@Σq<Jl* as

β = {αθσV I αe 5} and σqB = {00σ<α | αe J3} .

Then it is evident that A*(HZ/p)^B+σ

qB. Thus we obtain

Theorem 2.4. As a Zip-module,

Proof of (1.2). Starting from (1.1), we go a similar way to the above and
get

#*(<?; Zip) a; Λ(αr2, αa, -)®Zlp[β^ β2, •••]

where an='X,rn and βn='X>ζn. By the dual of Corollary 1.2, 0* can be identified
with c L(3?1). Using Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 (ii), we see that

ySii-1^^- if rα

0 if ^=

where £, =0, 1 and r, >0. This shows that

Coker (0#: #*(<?; Z/j>) -* H*(?*<*-»G; Zip)) ̂

Since the dual of Jl\Jl(Q^ 551) is just

%B = A(α2, α8, -)®Zlp\β{, β2, β3, -] ,

the result follows by dualization.

3. The <_ΛU-coaction on H*(A\ Z/p)

Let φ: H*(A\ Zlp)-+Jl*®H*(A\ Z/p) be the dual of the usual ^-action
map Jl®H*(A; Z\p}-*H*(A\ Z/p). It gives H*(A\ Z/p) the structure of an
c^-comodule. We study this coaction.

Since £#: ##(̂ 1; Zlp)-^<JL^®^q^^ is an injective homomorphism of Jl*-
comodules, it suffices to determine the ^^-comodule structure of <J
Let φ*: Jl*-*<Jl*®Jl* be the coproduct on <Λ*. It also gives an
dule structure on Jl*. Recall the following properties of φ^: for a,
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where T(a®β) = (-l) |Λ||plyS®α;
n -

φ&\ζfi) ~=~ ^ i bn— iQQζi
ι=0

The composite

I = 2j %n-i®ζi ^Π.d Φ*(τn) == „ ̂
1=0 " ' »=0

V* J7 τ r j

which we denote by σqφ*> gives an ̂ ^-comodule structure on ΣqJl*. Moreover
the composite

which may be written as φ%-\-σqφ*, gives an c-^^-comodule structure on
<Λ*®Σq<Jl*. Combining these and Theorem 2.4, one can evaluate φ(x) for
every x€=H*(A; Zip).

It is convenient to introduce the following (artificial) multiplication on
H*(A\ Zip). For non-zero α, β^B define

(1) (χαθσ'χα'Mκ/SθσW) - X(aβ)®σ*X{a?β+aβ')

(2)

(3)

(4)

This is well defined. To check this assertion we first observe that if a^B then
(a)Q0=Q and (a)&*=0 for 0<i<p. Therefore, if α, β(=B we have α/
(afβ+aβ')S>1=0 and

This implies that (1) is well defined. The other cases are obvious.
We now show that the formula

φ(χoy) = φ(x)oφ(y)

holds for all x, y^H*(A\ Z/p). For example, if x=Xa(&σq'X,a' and y=
σq<X,β', then we have

φ(χoy) =

- φ*(Xa Xβ)+σqφ#(Xa' Xβ+Xa Xβ')
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= Φ(χ)°Φ(y)
The other cases are obvious.

REMARK. As seen in [9], KFr has a natural product. So it induces a
multiplication on H*(A\ Z/p). We cannot confirm whether o coincides with
this one; however, we believe so (cf. Theorem 4.3).

By virtue of Lemma 2.3 we may put

^Xa = Xa®σqXa' and σqXa = Q®σqXa

for each non-zero a^B. With this notation the multiplication o is given by

(1) %o$=%y (2) %*σqy = σ

qxy (3)

(4)

for all #, j>e%5. Notice that as an algebra H*(A\ Z/p) is generated by the ele-

ments σ-9!, /3ί, βn, otn with n>2.

Theorem 3.1. The JL^-coaction on H*(A\ Zjp) is given by

/or τz>3
=

= 23 XT._,®/8r'+l®a. /or «>3.

Let J3 be the exterior subalgebra of JL generated by £)0 and Qv In the
next section we need to know the ^-module structure of H*(A\ Z/p). But it
can be read off from Theorem 3.1. We give its details.

Define a left action of JH, on H*(A\ Zjp) by

</X*)> = (- 1)1'1 '''

for all a<=Jl, xeH*(A; Z/p) &ndfeH*(A; Z/p) (cf. [2, p. 76]).

Corollary 3.2. For z=0 or 1, Qf acts on H*(A\ Zip) as a derivation (with
respect to o). So the IB-action on H*(A Z/p) is given by

= β« for n>2,

= #_! for
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We define a weight function w: H*(A\ Zjp)-+Z by

w(ctn) = w(βn) = p*-1 for n>2

together with the rules

w(x-{-y) = max.{w(x), w(y)} and

for all x, y^H*(A'y Z/p). By Corollary 3.2 the -ίS-action preserves weight.
For j >0 let Nj denote the submodule of H*(A\ Z/p) spanned by elements of
weight^. Then H*(A', Zlp)^ξ$Nj as ^-modules. It suffices to examine the

^-module structure of Nj. For this purpose the <2rhomology

is useful.

Lemma 3.3. Forj>0 we have

(i) r Zlp{\} if j = 0

. 0 otherwise

(4i\ / /7/i. f ? nb—1 ni>— 1 nnk~^ nnk+\ r>nιu) Zlpiσ*βί —βf+2pk+3 ^ΛV p/ίa ,

H*(Nj\Qύ= /Slts/δliV /S/i-a} (/" j = np (n>0)

0 otherwise

where k=vp(n) and n=tιkp
kJτnk+1p

k+1-\ h^/^7 w the p-adic expansion of n.

Proof. From § 1 we have a short exact sequence of ^-modules

C\ ^ '̂̂ 'V 7? ^ 7"T f A . ^JΓ\Λ\\ ^ *V ϊ? v Λ

This yields a long exact sequence

Since the ^-action on XB is given by

£)0(αM) = βn and j3ι(«Λ) = βϊ-i for w>2 ,

it follows that

2o) = ^//>[/?ί] and

*\Qι) =
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An inspection of weight shows that to calculate H*(Nj , Qt) it suffices to de-
termine the behavior of

ϊXB

I99

; ρo) =

and

where j=hJrjιp-\- '-ίrj,p' is the ^>-adic expansion of j. By the definition of 9
and Corollary 3.2, we find that

) if yβ=o.

This gives the result.

It is easy to carry these results to those for the usual ^-action (cf. [7, II]).
Hereafter we talk about the usual action.

According to [3,III], there is a classification of finite dimensional ̂ -modules,
which we use implicitly. We fix some notation. Let 7 be defined by the exact
sequence of ^-modules

Put Γ = 7® — ®/ (n-factors). Note that H*(Γ\ Q0) = Zlp{®QQ} and

where |®ρo |-nand \®Ql\=n+2n(p-l).

The above discussion can be summarized as follows.

Theorem 3.4. As a ^-module 9 ignoring free summands,

H*(A; Zip)

where

c(n)+d(n) = 2np\p-l) ,
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4. The multiplicative structure on A

The first half of this section is heavily influenced by [18].
Let μ: G/\ G-+ G be the product on G, Consider the external product

Λ '«•*
x : G*(G)®G*(G) - > (G Λ G)*(G/\ (?) -ί-ΐ+ G*(G/\ G) .

Lemma 4.1. The element θ e G^'^G) satisfies

θμ = (Σ^-VμWMc+l

Proof. Put 1 = lβ e G°( G). By the definition of θ, we have

ψ%,(l x 1) = 1 x l+β*0*(l x 1) = 1 x l+υ*(θμ) .

On the other hand, since ψ r is multiplicative and X is bilinear, we have

= 1 X l+w*(0*(l) X 1+1 X 0

Since v*: G*(1>-1\G/\G)-* G0(GΛG) is injective, the result follows.

Lemma 4.2. We
(i) [A, Σ2'-3(?]=0.

(ii) [AΛΛ Σ2ί-3G]=0.

Proof. Consider the Adams spectral sequence {££•', dr} converging to
G *(X), where 2Γ=^1 or ^4 Λ A. It has the form

(For this details see [3, III].) In view of Theorem 3.4 (where a similar result
for AAA follows from this and the Runneth theorem), all we need to do is
the calculation of Ext% *(Z/p, M) for M=Ί,m$, ^mZ/f, Σ"7" and their direct
sums. As is well known, for all ^-modules M and N,

, N)

, ΛΓ)

and

Ext% *(Z/p, $) « Zlpiz} where 1 2 \ ==(0, -2p)

Eθ%*(Zlp, Zip) « Zlpfa, ?1] where | ?, | = (1, 2pf- 1)

, Zip) .
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Using these data, one can describe the figure of E$'* in particular, we have
£1^=0 if t— s= 2p— 3. This implies the result.

Theorem 4.3. A is a ring spectrum and η: A-*G is a map of ring

spectra. The product on A satisfying such property is unique.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

0 -̂  [A/\A, A] -^ [A/\A, G] -̂  [Af\Ay

where we have used Lemma 4.2 (ii). By Lemma 4.1 we have

which is clearly equal to zero, since θη=Q. Hence there exists a unique

μ^[A/\A, A] such that -ημ = μ(η/\η).

Let i: S°-»6r be the unit on G. Then there is a unique ίe[S°, A] such
that -ηl—i (see (0.5)). Consider the exact sequence

0 -> [S°ΛΛ A] - > [S°ΛΛ G]

where we have used Lemma 4.2 (i). Then we have

This proves that A(^Al^) = l^. Another equation A(l^Λί)=l^ is obtained
similarly.

Lemma 4.4. Under the above notation we have

(i) A
(ii)

Proof. Because an argument is quite parallel, we show (ii) only. By
smashing (0.6) to the right with A> we have a diagram

Δ

AAA- +GΛA

® GAG

•η IΣ2'~V

S2f~3/\G - » A - - - >• €? - -> S2#-2Λ G
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in which rows are fibre sequences. Part @ commutes by Theorem 4.3. To

prove the commutativity of part φ, it suffices to show that of part ®. But
by Lemma 4.1 we have

Let us consider A*(CP°°). Since G-theory is complex oriented, Gn(CP°°)=0

if 7Z is odd. From (0.6) we have an exact sequence

0 -* A2a(CP~) -1* G2a(CP~) -Λ G2a_2(f_ύ(CP~) -Λ ΛΛ-ι(C P~) -> 0

for all n>0 (where of course η—(η/\ 1CP«>)^ etc.). Thus we may use the follow-

ing notation:

x for

* = * for

The multiplication m: CP°° X CP°° -> CP°° induces a product on G*(CP°°) and

a product * on

Theorem 4.5. The following formulas hold.

(i)

(ϋ)

(ίiΐ) %*$—x y.

(iv)

Proof. Since η is multiplicative by Theorem 4.3, (i) follows.
Similarly, using ^Δ^O, we have

= 0

which proves (iv).
For (ii), by definition and Lemma 4.4 (i), we have
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Similarly (iii) follows from Lemma 4.4 (ii).

REMARK. The argument of this section assures us that the same formulas
as above hold with respect to the fibre sequences (0.3) and

AZ/p -» buZ/p -* 22buZlp

where XZ\p represents the modp .XT-theory (cf. [15, p. 254]).
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